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A Cordial Factory at Parramatta, New South Wales

MARTIN CARNEY

The author a Sydney based consultsnt, re-interprets an assemblage excqvated at the Babes in the Wood site at

Parrqmatta,NewsouthWales. TheoriginalinterpretationoftheassemblageascomingfromanlS20s-1880s
inn, or hotel, is found to be inconsistent with the archaeological and documentary records, which point to the

assemblage having been deposited during a later use ofthe site as cordialfactory. The application ofJixed

functional interpretatioru to artefacts during initial analysis is identified as contributingto the misinterpretation

of the assemblage in this instance, and potentially in others.

This paper has resulted from the 1989 excavation ofthe Babes
in the Wood site in George Sfreet Panamatta (Fig. 1). The
excavation was directed by Edward Higginbotham on behalf of
Prospect Electricity. The initial purpose of this paper was to
analyse by archaeological and documentary means, an extensive
'dump' of aerated-water, ginger-beer, olive/black glass and other
bottles, food remains and tableware, located on the site. As the
author had since 1977 researched the history of potteries,
glassworks and cordial factories in Sydney and NS$ the Babes
in the Wood site presented a rare opporhrnity to archaeologically
study facets ofthese three industries. The analysis presented
here indicates that the deposit was largely created as the result
of on-site production at a cordial factory' and not, as previously

believed, as the result of activity at a hotel.2 The olive glass
containers are interpreted as being mainly cordial bottles.

It became obvious during examination of this and other
material that methods currently employed on eastem Australian
historical archaeological sites had contributed to the
misinterpretation of cultural material at the Babes in the Wood
site. The potential flaw in current methods is identified as the
adherence to common historical functional descriptions of
artefacts, irrespective of context.3

The following paper is what Birmingham has called the
second phase ofreporting; the first, produced by the excavator
of a rescue site, is more often than not an overvieq phasing,
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Fig. l: Study Site Location
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catalogue and methodology report.a More specific or intersite
matters then become the realm of interested parties (the excavator
included) and researchers. As Higginbotham suggested in his
final excavation report for the Babes in the Wood site 'the writing
of this report posed even more questions of this material'.5

RESEARCH DIRECTION

The research direction has resulted from the author's observation
of large quantities of aerated-water (predominantly of one
'patent' type) and ginger-beer bottles in a series of deposits
forming a dump at the Babes in the Wood site. The observation
immediately posed the question of whether the dump deposits
rvere related to cordial manufacturing at the site, and if not, why
are so many aerated-water/ ginger-beer bottlespreserfirn ahotel
deposit? Of course the possibility existed that the deposit was
the product of combined hotel and cordial works. The fust part
of the research direction is a mechanical one; the proof or
otherwise ofthe deposits' relationship to a cordial factory. While
it is a mechanical design it was considered necessary to spell

out in detail the relevant dat4 as the contexts had already been
aligned with hotel activity.

The second part ofthe research considers the large percentage
of olive glass bottle fragments also present in the dump contexts
- ifthe deposits can be safely atfiibuted solely to production at a
cordial factory why are there so many olive glass bottles, when
these are usually interpreted as alcohol containersf

These research directions do not attempt any internal
interpretation ofthe material; they seek only to identi$ context's
relationship or otherwise to cordial manufacturing, and the role
of olive glass in this relationship. This may unfortunately be
seen by some to fall within what Graham Connah has called
'stamp collecting' - however, ifwe do not correctly identi$ the
stamps or their context, we cannot hope to interpret them.?

The final part ofthis paper seeks to identiSproblems inherent
in function-based analyses. Analysis of the Babes in the Wood
dump assemblage highlights the pitfalls of pre-fixing artefact
function, regardless of context.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

The uppermost level of the 'dump' w.rs uncovered during the
mechanical phase of excavation ofthe Babes in the Wood site.t
The deposit lay in the southeast corner of the site, was roughly
rectangular in shape, measured approximately five metes long
by fwo metes wide and one mete deep (surviving), and ran
north-south (Fig. 2). The deposite was unexpected" and therefore
outside the parameters set in the initial evaluation ofthe site.ro

DOCUMENTARY CONTEXT

Cordial Making in George Street Parramatta.

It is known that several cordial makers operated in George Stee!
Parramatta in the period c. I 855- 1883. They were Peter Miller
(ftading as P. Miller & Co.), M. Corcoran, F. J. Hamiltoq William
Parkinson, Thomas Collins and Emanuel Brown. Emanuel
Brown also operated c.1867-1875 a cordial factory in Phillip
Street, only a block away from the Babes in the Wood site. The

records of his bankruptcy in 1 875 have provided "nparalleled
comparative material for this paper.rr

The demise of the Babes in the Wood

The part ofthe site excavated that concems this paper was granted
to William Watkins in 1823. By at least 1815 a hotel - the
Hawkesbury Settler - stood on the site, replacing earlier convict
quarters.r2 In September I 825 the hotel and stables which stood
on the site were severely damaged by fire, possibly eaueing the
sale of the block to Nat Payten in 1826.13 Payten renamed the
reconstructed hotel the Babes in tle Woodra

Previous research had indicated that the hotel closed and
was demolished in the late I 870s or early I 880s. t5 This however,
cannot be the case, as the hotel was last licensed on the 30th of
June 1870.'6 The last publican, Matilda Garvey, vacated the
premises between February l87l and February 1872.t7

The site was part of a larger subdivision n 1877 (the hotel
6uilding being described as 'TIIE BABES IN TIIE WOOD OLD
INN', Fig. 3) and lots were sold offbetween 1878 and 1882.'8
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However, by I 882 lots 4, 6, 12, and I 6-20 remained in the Payten
family. Not all of the original subdivision boundaries were
adhered to. The old hotel building stood as late as February
1879, being demolished between that date and May 1881.
Sometime between April 29 and May 19, 1881 a service lane
was constructed on the site. This lane ran right through the
location of the old hotel building site, thus the former hotel
structure was at least partly demolished by May 19, 1881. By
1879 the property on which it stood was rated and occupied as
two separate properties. re

Subsequent tenants

In February 1872 the hotel site (Fig. 3) was described for rating
purposes as vacant and no tenant records for I 873 survive.2o In
February 1874, a person called 'Hamilton' is described as a
tenant. A year later the entry is 'Hammillel Fredrick'. While
no tenancy records for I 873 survive, payment records do. These
records show that the owner, Susannah Payten, paid the rates
for both 1872 and 1873, probably indicating a vacant property.
The loss of the hotel's license is further illustrated by the
devaluation ofthe property (for rating purposes) between 1870
ar,d 1872, dropping from 45 pounds to 36 pounds per annum.2r

Rate records for 1876 describe 'Parkinson William' and
'Hamilton F.J.' as the tenants, presumably indicating either dual
or consecutive tenancy. In 1877 Parkinson alone is the tenant.
On 25 June 1 878, Parkinson last paid rates on the hotel property,
a sum of l3 shillings and 6 pence; usually the firll rate, 2 pounds
and 5 pence, would have been payable during or at the end of
the rated year (in this case February 1879). Calculation shows
that the amount paid is exactly one third of the annual rate. As
no further rates were paid by Parkinson on the hotel property, it
might be assumed that the payment was apro-rata one made at
the tennination of his lease.

By February 1879, as noted, the block on which the hotel
was originally located was split into two separate rateable
properties, the stone stables (with rooms built over them) leased
by a John Claughton, and the old hotel building by a Benjamin
Pilcher (Fig. 3). The rate assessment books for 1880-81 are
lost, as are the payment books for 1880-81, but the payment
books for 1879-1880 show that the owner ofthe property, Nat
Payten junior, (who in fact is just the representative of all the
family members) paid rates on both sites for the year I 879-1880,
indicating that the site was probably vacant again some time
after February 1879.22

Frederick James Hamilton and William Parkinson

Directory and advertisement records relate that an F. J. Hamilton
operated a cordial factory in George Street Panarnatta during
1875 (in conjunction with his Sydney factory). Parramatta rate
records indicate a 'Hamilton' and an 'Hammilton Fredrick' (sic)
occupying the Babes in the Wood site in 1874 and 1875
respectively, and a notice ofauction dated January I 875 gives a
'Mr Hamilton' as the tenant of the Babes in the Wood.23 No F.
J. Harnilton appears as an occupant in the rate records for any
other site in George Street Parramatta during 187 4-7 5. Emanuel
Brown gave as his reason for the failure of his business in 1875,
'the opposition of a Mr Hamilton', who 'has been able greatly
to undersell me'.24

In March 1876 a Parramatta newspaper editorial praised
'orangeade', a drink produced by 'Mr Parkinson (late
Harnilton)'.25 This is consistent with the February 1876 rate
entry for the site which shows both a William Parkinson and F.
J. Hamilton as occupants of the Babes in the Wood site. In fact
Hamilton ceased to advertise in Parramatta newspapers in
December 1875.'?6 It seems likely, from additional documentary
evidence (see below) that Hamilton had business associations
with Parkinson. Parkinson was recorded as a cordial maker in
George Street Pa:ramatta as late as 1883.2?

Parkinson however did not continue at the Babes in the Wood

site. He probably left the site because of the November 1877
auction. It is known that he last paid rates for the hotel site in
June 1878.28 The rate records for 1879 clarify the situation.
Parkinson is recorded as the tenant ofa George Steet properly
on the comer of Charles Steet only a block away from the old
hotel. The owner of the corner property was recorded as
'Hammilton Frederick'. Before February 1884 Parkinson had
relinquished that lease to John Pemberton. Cordial makers had
ceased to occupy the hotel site before February 1879, Parkinson
removing nearby until 1883. By late 1883 Parkinson was
recorded in the inner Sydney suburb ofGlebe.2e

The documentary record does not make mention of cordial
manufacturing at the Babes inthe Wood site, but clearly indicates
that the site was occupied by successive cordial makers
throughout c. I 874- I 878.30

DISCUSSION: THE SITE

Initial date of deposition of the Dump

The original analysis of the Babes in the Wood dump
assemblages indicated that they were added to over the period
1820s to 1880s, fitting neatly into the hotel phase identified by
Higginbotham.3r However, as subsequentresearchhas indicated
that the hotel phase ended in 1870-71, it seems likely that if the
date range of the assemblage is correct, that the deposits must
relate to the hotel phase and subsequent tenants.

The dump deposits consisted of several homogeneous
depositions. They were not observed to be horizontally statified.
At one end the dump cut through a disused cesspit, while at the
other end it disappeared into the standing section and presumably
into the adjoining block (lot 7 ofthe proposed subdivision -
Figs 2-3).32 There must have been mixing of deposits when the
dump was cut through the cesspit (unless it was never used or
thoroughly cleaned before decommissioning).

The walls of tle cesspit were the larger, cinder-inclusion
sandstock bricks usually common after the middle ofthe century.
The bricks were not tle smaller 'samel' common in the period
before the 1830s, yet they were laid before the pit cut through
them was being filled, purportedly from the 1820s to the 1880s.33
It is therefore unlikely that the initial date of deposition of the
dump was the 1820s if the dump pit cuts a cesspit likely to have
been built after the middle of the nineteenth century.3a

It is extemely unusual for a rubbish pit to remain open for
50 to 60 yeds, even more so when we realise that a topsoil
intoduced across the site in the 1840s failed to seal the pit.35
No evidence of silting of the pit was observed.

'Barrett's patent stopper' aerated-water bottles were observed
throughout the sfatigraphically earliest dump deposit, which is
also by far the largest (Unit 318). This type of bottle was
introduced to Australia in 1872, though it may have been
exhibited as early as 1870, the year of its Austalian patent.36
In the following years, licences to use the patent (bottle-stopper
and machinery) were granted all over Australia. The licence for
Parramatta was granted between July I 873 and January 187 4.37
Therefore the 'patent' bottles could have no use in Panamatta
until at least after July 1873 - trvo full years after the last licensed
date of the hotel. As 'patent' bottles were found throughout the
earliest dump deposit it cannot have been commenced until after
1872, but more likely 1873-74 when the licence to use the
'patent' was granted for Parramatta. At least half a dozen other
types ofginger-beer bottles and aerated-water bottles identified
in the dump deposits could not have existed in June l87l - the
last days of the Babes in the Wood's licence.38

Evidence of Cordial Manufacturing

The known documentary record makes no direct reference to a
cordial factory at the Babes in the Wood site and no building or
structure was recorded that might be interpreted as a cordial



factory. \s.hing that could indicate a 'cordial factory' can be
deduced from the stratigraphic positioning of the dump contexts.
Only two sets of data remain; the artefacts contained in the dump
deposits, and circumstantial documentary records.

The artefacts ofthe dump contexts - predominantly Unit 3 18
- are rich in aerated-water bottles and ginger-beer bottles, the
sheer quantity of which is impressive. Overall 9236 artefacts
were sampled from the deposit.3e 'Aerated water' is the largest
identified category making 25 per cent of the dump artefacts.s
Such a high ratio ofaerated-water containers to all other artefacts
was unknown in deposits of this size in Austalia at the fime of
the Babes in the Wood excavation.ar However, in the absence
of further ioqutry this ratio may be atfributable to selective
dumping or filling.

Incidental doct'mentary records reveal that dumps of this
naflue existed on cordial factory sites. In 1875 Emanuel Brown,
the cordial maker of Phillip Steet, Parramatt4 was baokrupted
and an inventory was taken of all his belongings at his home/
factory. The inventory revealed that in a yard at the rear of his
house/factory was a'lot of broken glass'.4' This highlights the
historical beliefthat breakage was a curse ofthe tade, and fruther
indicates that broken glass had some value.a3 By mentioning
the glass in the inventory (prepared for the benefit of Brown's
creditors), the clerk has told us that the amount of glass was
sufficient to warrant it commercial.4 The question should
immediately be raised: why, if broken glass had a commercial
value. was so much left on the Babes in the Wood site? The
answer, it seems, is that its value was so low that the cost of
transport to the inner city glass works made it uneconomical.a5
Broken glass, in large amounts, is obviously a very nasty material
to deal with.

No aerated-water or ginger-beer bottle from the dump
deposits was found to be in refillable condition. At first several
ginger-beer bottles appeared to be intact, but on subsequent
inspection they were all found to be cracked. Sources dated
before the First Wodd War relate that bottles were clanked
together to test them before re-use, a clear ring clearing them for
use, a dull ring indicating invisible damage (cracks) which could
cause the container to explode under gaseous filling, or the
pressure of brewed ginger beer.6 The nature of the dump is
consistent with cordial factory practice, as boftles were expensive
and would be re-used indefinitely. The blight of the frade until
the early twentieth century was the fact that the aerated-water
bottle (and to a lesser extent ginger-beer bottles) in which the
drinks were supplied was often worth more than the drink, and
thus bottles had to be used many times over for their owner to
make a profit.a7 'Patent' bottles, as opposed to common 'egg'
bottles were even more expensive. Barrett's claimed their bottles
to be about the same price as the ordinary 'egg' soda-water
bottles; this is logical when we consider that it was not the bottle
that was patent, but its stopper.aE

A critical factor, again relating to dumping pattern, is the
fact that had the 'Barrett's' bottles been broken by dumping (and
therefore unrelated to manufacturing), their patent stoppers
might, givsa the vagaries of survival, be throughout the dump
deposit. The stopper was pushed into the bottle to open the
beverage and remained in the bottle after consrunption. Only
fragments oftwo broken stoppers were recovered.ae The original
patent specified that the stopper, 'is a plug of wood having a
greater specific gravity than water, such as lignum vitae'
(Guaiacum fficinale). Such wood is renowned as much for its
density (it sinks in water) as for its durability.5o Both the
durability ofthe wood and the survival oftwo stopper fragments,
indicates that the environment of the deposit was conducive to
their survival.sr It might be argued that ordinary wooden
stoppers of a less resilient material could be used as a
replacement. However, this is not the case, as the patent's success
was dependent on the stopper sinking in water.52 As the stoppers
were a part of the patent and such wood was not locally found,
they were probably relatively expensive, but were durable and
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indefinitely re-useable (unlike corks).s3 This is therefore
consistent with 'Barrett's patent' bottling activity, where if a
bottle was broken during filling or packing, the stopper (which
remained in the bottle after the consumption of the drink) was
collected for re-use.

An aerated-water bottle would not be discarded in refillable
condition by its owner, under normal circumstances. However,
changes in bottling technology are exceptional circumstances.

While concentations of broken aerated-water bottles are a
documented signpost to cordial-making, other less obviously
related artefacts appear in the Babes in the Wood dump
assemblage. A broken bottle-filling tap was identified in the
deposit.sa Two fraoments of bottle brushes were recovered"
potentially indicating cleaning and re-use ofbottles.ss Fragments
ofnumerous stoneware bungjars, (or wata filtos) and demijohns
are also probably related to the factory.$ Such jars are melrtioned
in the inventory of Brown's cordial factory recommended for
use by handbooks on cordial making, displayed in catalogues
for cordial makers, and finally are a part of an historic collection
of cordial-making apparatus in the New South Wales county
town of Holbrook (formerly Germanton).s? Another artefact
contained in the deposit was a syringe.5s Catalogrres tom the
late nineteenth century offer syringes to cordial makers as a
convenient means of delivering measured amounts for the various
recipes of the frade.5e The above items would not individually
be indicative of cordial making activity, but taken in the light of
the amount of 'cordial' containers, and the pattern of their
dumping (no evidence ofre-usable containers or stoppers), they
reinforce the conclusion.

Archaeologically, no better solution is available for the
existence of the dump than cordial-making and bottling,. The
presence of 'alcohol containers', and a 'domestic assemblage'
are discussed below.

The Babes In the Wood and X'. J. Eamilton

Glass artefact types 200.5, 200.6,240.1and 240.2 fromthe Babes
in the Wood assemblage, are embossed with the name
'Hanilton'. They were made by Sydney glassmakers and found
only in dump deposit 318, @igs 4-5).tr Types 240.1 and2 ue
described in a New South Wales Trade Mark registered by
Fredrick J. Hamilton in August 1874 (Fig. 6).6t Types 200.5-6
are Barrett's 'patent stopper' bottles, embossed 'Hamilton -
Sydney and Parramatta', indicating that it was probably Hamilton
who bought the rights to use the 'patent' machinery and bottle
stopper in Parramatta. This right was granted by January 1874,
and Hamilton is first recorded at a George Sheet, Paramatta
address in February 1874.62 Prest'mably Hamilton took up the
Parramatta lease to take advantage of the new patent, which it
was claimed was both labour saving (two men) and cost saving
- saving the cost of corks, stings and wire63 (it seems it was
cheaper than Emanuel Brown's process). There seems little
doubt that Unit 318 and Fredrick James Hamilton are related.

Closure of the dump

The dump was deposited by one of trvo methods. It was either
built up over a period of time, or it was buried in one episode.
In either case it is still representative ofthe activity that caused
it. However, given that it is a series of deposits, it is more likely
that the dump was periodically added to. Aerated-water
containers embossed 'Hamilton' occur only in the
stratigraphically earliest and largest deposit (Unit 318),
supporting the sequence of proprietorship.6a Another factor
supporting regular dumping was the quantities of animal bone
contained in the dump, including cow, pig, sheep, chicken, turkey
and rabbit. This material, if it had been left exposed for a final
burial, would have caused both smell and the visits of
scavengers.65

No matter what the date of the cordial factory's activity,
artefacts from earlier phases ofthe site occupation should be
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included in the dump deposits as apart of a site clean-up, forthe
1877 auction or by new owners, or as contents ofthe cesspit
thatwas cutthroughto formthepit containing the initial dump.6
The stratigraphically earliest context of the dump (Unit 3lS)
cannot have been sealed before September 18i6, as a fiade-
marked bottle from Newling & Walker (who took over the
business ofEmanuel Brown) could not have existed before that
date.6?

William Parkinson paid in June 1878 what appeared to be
rates up to that date for the hotel site, but then paid a full year's
rates (up to February 1879) for the site he leased from F.J.
Hamilton. These tansactions appear to indicate that Parkinson
paid a third ofa year's rates on the hotel property as a penalty
for breaking his lease, possibly as early as OctoberlNovember
1877, but probably by late January 1878. The law at the time
specified a minimum of six months notice for lease holders.68

The preceding scenario seems more likely when we consider
the following information. Hamilton's purchase of a property
on the south-west corner of Charles and George Streets,
Parramatta was completed on January 18, I 878, a few days before
the completion of transfer of most of the lots initially sold at the
Auction of 'Payten's subdivision' (Lot l3-15 transfened
17.1.1878, lot  21 tansfened 19.1.1878, lots 7-11,20,1.1878,
lot 12,22.1.1878 and lot 6, 25.1.1878). This indicates that
Hamilton purchased the property around the time of the
subdivision auction on 23 November 1877. Hamilton, it seems,
assumed the factory could no longer be operated at the hotel
site.

When we read the original auction notice it becomes clear
why Hamilton could have thought further occupation was
impossible; firstly the hotel building was cut in half by lots 4
and 5, and the stables by lots 2 and 3. Secondly, the notice
proposed 'after the land has been disposed of to sell off as
building materials the old hotel building and the stables. Had
Parkinson or Hamilton wished to buy the factory site, they would
have been forced to buy four blocks ofland and then the various
buildings on them. Clearly Parkinson4lamilton would not have
wanted to be without a factory site with the summer trade
imminent.6e While the site may have initially been a bargain -
a de-licensed hotel, unleased for a year or two - its subdivision
was certainly not. The Auction notice of November 10, 1877,
mentions the tenant of most lots - no tenant is given for the old
hotel.

It is unclear whether a formal lease was taken out by
Hamilton/Parkinson. There is no indication that any lease
agreement ensured the clean-up of the property: such a condition
could have been made a covenant of a formal lease. Ifthe dump
was not sealed by Parkinson, it was probably sealed by the new
tenants. The dump was split between Lots 3 and 7 (and possibly
8). Lot 3 (with Lot 2) was transfened on 20.1.1878, and Lots 7
and 8 were transferred on 23.3.1881.70

Presence of Donestic Refuse

The dump assemblage included a variety of items usually
assigned to domestic activity. This material has already been
associated with the Babes in the Wood Inn, presumably
consumed by the proprietors or their guests.Tr It is clear that
apart from the contents of a cesspit, the dump assemblage must
post-date the hotel phase of the site. However, the presence of
domestic refuse within deposits of an industrial nature is not
anomalous.

Frederick J. Hamilton appears to have become involved in
the aerated-water industry through the bequest of such a factory
by his uncle, William James Jenkins.T2 The factory was initially
located on Botany Road, Sydney but Hamilton moved it to
Sussex Street, Sydney. The branch factory at Parramatta was
probably a speculative attempt to profit from the Barrett Patent.
It seems he had little real interest in the industry, selling/leasing
both his Panamatta and Sydney factories (one to his brother-in-
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law and the other to Parkinson) in 1876-77, but probably
retaining interests in both.?3 With two factories to manage,
Hamilton needed a second manager. The factory at Parramatta
could easily have housed a manager (or Harnilton) and his family
in the hotel's nine rooms.Ta When Parkinson took over, if he had
not already been the manager, he probably resided on the factory
site. It is not clear whether the actual production took place in
the hotel building or the stable/shed building (Fig. 3), though
the dump is closer to the stable, and the production refuse could
have literally been swept out of either the shed or the stable to
its final resting place.

Rate of Deposition

An obvious question posed by such a massive assemblage must
be answered - is the assemblage too large to have been related to
production on the site forjust on four years? This is especially
pertinent when we consider that the deposit in total may have
contained over 100 000 artefacts. The short answer is no.

Records from the later 1840s and throughout the later
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries showthat aerated-water
firms were breaking 'many dozen' bottles per day. We know
that the filling (of aerated-drink bottles), the corking (of any
drink bottle) and the over-brewing of ginger beer (in the bottle)
all cause breakages, let alone accidents. But to quantifr this is
difficult.75

The sampled assemblage from the dumps contained
fragments of a minimum of 729 gnger-beer, and aerated-water
bottles (the black/olive glass is discussed later), which may be
only a fiffh to a tenth ofthe total amount originally deposited.T6
Assuming normal working weeks (estimated at 5.5 days) over
the four years, the estimated breakage figure is only 3 to 6 bottles
per day. This is hardly excessive when we consider that Emanuel
Brown - who was put out of business by Frederick Hemilton -
bottled approximately ll 000 soda water, l0 000 tonic water
and 4000 lemon synrp in five and a half months of business
(from I October 1873 to 17 April 1874) and these, we know
from other records, were not his only lines ofproduction. Notably
missing are ginger beer, sarsaparilla and other cordials.TT This
equates to production by Brown (in the known lines) of over
1000 bottles a week all year (ofcourse the actual figures would
vary widely according to the seasons).

If Hamilton and Parkinson took over the large part of this
business, we could nssume that they would have similar, or
greater, production. As their factory was operating in early 1874,
the five and a half months figures for Brown's factory represent
only that portion ofthe Panamatta cordial trade not already taken
over by newcomer Hamilton. Potentially, Harnilton's production
could therefore have exceeded Brown's production and absorbed
much of it when he was bankrupted (July 1875). Hamilton had
only a short period of monopoly, as Brown's aerated-water
machinery was purchased by his employees Newling and Walker,
who established a new business on the corner of Smith and
George Streets, Panamatta.

If we, for example, compare Hamilton/Parkinson's estimated
weekly breakages of say l8 to 36 bottles, to Brown's estimated
minimum weekly production (1048), we find a rate of .017 per
cent to .034 per cent breakages. Sophisticated modem bottling
lines run at l-2 per cent breakages.Ts While these comparisons
are by no means certain, it is clear from them that the rate of
deposition ofbroken aerated-water and ginger-beer bottles in
the Babes in the Wood dumps does not appear excessive for
cordial factory production over four years.

A Cordial Factory or a Combined Hotel and Cordial
f,'actory?

The dump deposits were accumulated in the period post-dating
the 'hotel' phase of the site. Hamilton's presence on the site
after the de-licensing of the hotel and the massive deposits post-
dating the hotel phase indicate that the hlpothesis of a combined
hotel and cordial factory is not workable.
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DISCUSSION: THE BOTTLES

The Presence of Alcohol Containers

As it seems clear that the dump deposits are, in the main, related
to 'cordial' manufacture and to a lesser extent, to household
refuse, we must ask why the presence of purported alcohol
containers over such a short period ofdeposition should be so
high.?e Alcohol containers shouldbe found on cordial factory
sites. Many of the 'invigorating' drinks contained amounts of
added alcohol - mainly 'white' spirits.8o In fact some sections
oftle community believed that all cordials contained alcohol.tt
Inventories of cordial factories and invoices of suppliers show
that this alcohol was, in the main, purchased wholesale, that is
in kegs, casks or other bulk containers, though it might be
occasionally supplied in bottled form.82 In either case regular
suppliers would collect their containers at the next delivery. With
both bottled and casked spirits there is no reason, other than
accident, that they should enter the archaeological record - en
masse - at a cordial factory site.

Accident may well be the reason for the black/olive glass
assemblage in the Babes in the Wood dump. However this is
unlikely when we observe the fact that it is impossible to identifr
a generic bottle form that could be terrned a 'cordial bottle' (not
to be confused with aerated water or ginger beer) dated before
the 1890s. Thougb a few manufacturers had specific containers
for cordial before that Fme, they were not generic and were
resticted to the individual firms.t3 The registations of bottle
designs lodged between I 839 and I 883 in England contain only
one registration late in 1883, that might be termed a 'cordial'
bottle.8a Reference to any collection, archaeological or
otherwise, predating 1890 will not identi$r a generic cordial
bottle. That is not to say that they did not exist, just that we do
not identifr them as such. The reason is simple: any black/olive
glass bottle is described as an alcohol container.

It ls fair to say that these bottles in the main held alcohol,
but to say that they held aething else is not supportable. Many
examples of presumed 'alcohol' bottles with labels such as
'blacking', 'cordial', 'vinegar' and'methylated spirits' exist on
the pages of collector magazines and books. The fact that they
have labels indicates, usually, that they were never buried and
are therefore outside the realm of archaeology. It might be fair
to comment in some instances that these labels indicate usage of
the 'wrong' (but convenient) bottle in frontier or colonial
situations, but that cannot be the case when no 'right' bottle
exists. Cordial was regularly advertised in both bulk and bottled
(pints and quarts) form.

Why would cordial, which is an inert substance, cause so
many olive glass bottles to break? Were they all dropped? It
was a fact of bottling, and happily one used by Barrett's in their
advertising, that the force of driving in a cork shattered many
bottles.85 All cordial bottles were cork-sealed. Patent closures
were only ever used on aerated drinks, most requiring the action
of the gas to seal the bottle.

Two other pieces of information are useful in identi$ing the
use of olive glass bottles as cordial bottles. The fust is a cordial
factory inventory from 1867, created at the time of the factory's
bankruptcy.86 The inventory ofthe firm ofAitken and Collins,
'ginger beer brewers and cordial makers', provides a rare
accurate record of their assets - in bottle terms. The initial,
hunied recording by the sheriffs clerk included a 'quantity of
black bottles' and a 'quantity of ginger beer and lemonade
bottles'. They were more calmly described later as 'Porter bottles
1.0.0 pound, 558 gingerbeer bottles 3 pounds 9s 6d and 60
A.W. (aerated water) boffles l0s'. Most similar inventories
usually specified only 'empty bottles'. The Porter bottles were
presumably not given a quantity because of their relatively low
value - l/3 to ll2 apence each - so there would have been. c.480

to 720 bottles. Such a large quanttty present at a cordial and
ginger-beer factory is good circumstantial evidence of their use
as cordial bottles, especially when it is clear that no generic
cordial bottle was available for use.

The final evidence, given that their presence at the cordial
factory could be confused with excessive domestic activity, is
photographic Gig. 7). Hamilton's competitor Emanuel Brown
posed for a photograph with two employees (Newling and
Walker?) at the rear ofhis Phillip Street Panamatta cordial factory
in 1870.t7 On the left side ofthe photograph can be seen - on a
drying rack - a quantrty of bottles. Those in the top two racks
are olive/black glass bottles, while the lower racks are
indeterminate. The bottles have been cleaned for re-use, (he
would not clean them for their owner to pick up). There can be
little better confirmation of the use of black glass bottles in the
cordial industy, and common sense dictates that they must have
been used for cordial, as aerated water/ginger beer will generally
burst bottles not designed especially for them. The inventory of
Brown's factory does not mention cordial boltles, but we know
he made cordial, aerated waters, and ginger beer.

Cordial was made at Hamilton's factory88 and no generic
cordial bottle was identified in the assemblage, so it therefore
seems likely that the large black glass assemblage is in the larger
part related to the bottling of cordial at Hamilton's factory and
the smaller to domestic consumption of alcohol. No container
other than olive/black glass bottles was observed that might be
used as a cordial bottle. It is not likely Hamilton bottled cordial
without breaking a single container.

DISCUSSION: F UNCTION-BASED ANALYSIS

Function-based analysis is the application of functional
descriptions based on dseumeaf4ry or accepted defiaitions, to
artefacts, during the cataloguing and analysis of excavated
material.se Very little locally based research has focused on the
archaeological and documented fi.rnctions of individual artefact
groups. Disposable and potentially recyclable artefacts appear
to be the least understood.

Archaeology can only distinguish itself from museology and
history by context.s The only data that archaeology can lay
claim to uniquely possessing is physical context; though the
documentary context, geographical and physical aspects of
excavated artefacts are indispensable.er If objects and
documentary records take precedence over the init ial
interpretation ofphysical context then archaeologl can infoduce
no new data to the study ofthe past.

The excavation of The Babes in the Wood 'cordial factory'
site has exposed a flaw in the 'function-based' artefact-
cataloguing system currently applied in eastem Australia. That
is, nothing new can be leamed from artefacts if fixed assumptions
are made about them before assessing their physical
archaeological context. Once context is addressed, firnction can
then be approached in a hypothetico-deductive manner. The
problem is simply that a set of documentary data (function), in
various states ofresearch, is applied to a set ofdata (artefacts)
once contained in physical context. Ifthe documentary data is
not site-specific, we are simply applying an 'historical average'
to our context, and pre-fixing one data set.

By appending fi.rnction fust we *s rnaking an unsustainable
interpretation. The least interpretive statement we can make
about an artefact its 'purpose shape'. That is, for example, bowl,
cup, bottle, nail. Interpretive statements relate to a different
level of function, i.e. soupbowl, tea cup, ginbollle, horseshoe
nail, all based on an expectation, whereas they might easily have
functioned as mixingbowl, measuring cvp, rum bottle, fencing
nail, all largely functionally deviant from expectation.

In many cases the 'purpose shape' of an artefact can be
determined by its form. All artefacts can have many more
functions than their intended purpose; it may simply be as
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FigT:BrownsCordialFactoryatParramatta(1870). Notethebottlesonthedryingrackonthelefthandside.

Source Houison Photographic Collection (R3/l0a) SAG

levelling fill. What is the purpose, for example, of identifying
the previous functions of artefacts making up a levelling fill - as
they all have the same final frrnction - frll. Of course research
questions relating to the nature of the filI would find the prior
firnction of the artefact assemblage of interest but we cannot
archaeologically define that flrnction - we can only define it by
documentary means.e2

The final function of an artefact is the most archaeologically
relevant. For example, a 'Codd's patent' bottle stopper, in the
bottle, might be related to aerated water consumption - yet the
marble on its own would more likely be related to games. The
consumption of the drink might not have taken place on the site
(given contextual information) - why should we make a fixed
functional conclusion without contextual evidence? Only in
isolated instances of obvious re-use is the 'fixed function'
boundary crossed - ceramic sherds cut to form counters, or glass
re-worked to form cutting implements. Yet these are led by an
alteration of the object's form, not by its context'

A recent example where the 'fixed function' boundary was
at least breached (though it is only anhypothesis) occurred during
the analysis of material excavated at Jobbins' Buildings' (an
excavation directed by Jane Lydon for the Sydney Cove
Authority) where the underfloor deposits were laden with
artefacts normally associated with the activity of children.
'Codd's patent' stoppers abounded, yet ahnost no bottles were
found, probably indicating their re-use as marbles (amongst a
large collection ofpurpose-made marbles). This observation was
based on a well documented re-use for 'Codd's' stoppers.
However the likelihood of a similar but previously unsuspected
re-use became apparent from the contextual hypothesis
(children's activity). The underfloor deposits contained large
quantities of condiment or other bottle stoppers, yet the number
of stoppers did not correspond in any way with the number of
bottles that could have been stopped by them. This information
led to the hypothesis that the stoppers may have been reused as

88

markers, toy soldiers or some other children's toy.e:

In the absence of other information, the problem of re-use
adds an even more vexing dimension to the 'function' question.
Disposable artefacts like an olive/black glass bottle might be
used once or a hundred times; functions converge upon them -
they might swap functions several times (excluding modification)
- beer, spirits, wine, vinegar.ea Other non-disposable artefact
groups might have a more linear functional path, moving first
down an economic path, and then deviating from the original
function, for example - new soup bowl - second-hand soup bowl
- mixing bowl. Of course, statistically (lacking other data), a
soup bowl fragment in a domestic context would statistically
represent its use as soup bowl; - the antiquity of the object
(compared to the rest of the assemblage) and pre-breakage wear
or chips might indicate 'second-hand' or other usage.

The following firnctional variations are mostly only identified
by not assuming their firnction. Just as archaeologists have begun
to review the gender applied to artefacts, we should not pre-
guess or fix their function. These are but a few of the examples
that the author has collected. extracted from the documentary
and the archaeological record; only one is recognised by physical
alteration, another by residue.
A 'case' gin bottle, engraved 'Rum' on a body panel.e5

Black/olive glass fragments cemented to the tops of walls as a
burglar deterrent.e6
Soda Water bottles used as garden edging.eT

Case gin bottles containing sarsaparilla.e8
Black/olive glass bottles containing paint tint.ee

Bricks used for garden edging.rm

'Codd' patent aerated-water bottle stoppers used as marbles.r0r

Knuckle dusters used by teachers rather than thugs.r02
Gin bottles filled with hot water and used as foot warmers. r03

As late as the early 1950s beer bottles were still being used for
garden edging. roa
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Once catalogued, data can be assessed in the light of
contextual and available documentary records. A variety of
hypotheses might be needed. They may only be briefly
considered mentally, but the conceptual leap, that frrnction is
not fixed, needs to be addressed in every case. Ofcourse the
most obvious or original function, if it is known, is the best place
to start. While site directors will stess that their databases are
flexible and can accommodate functional convergence/dwiance,
it is quite evident that this is rarely considered, and is never
mentioned in the analysis strategy.

By assigning function to the artefacts, we are letting
documentation and modem biases that are not related to the site
interpret assemblages, rather than letting the information stand
frst in its context. Mostly excavators are lucky - the majority of
sites excavated are domestic, and pre-determined firnctions fit
into them - yet because they fit doesn't mean they are accurate.
Many hwe not been tested,

The Babes in the Wood site dramatically higftlighted the
difference. The initial documentary analysis indicated a hotel
on the site throughout the period l8l5-1880s. The dump of
'alcohol' bottles seemed to confimr this - tle aerated-water and
ginger-beer bottles were slotted into hotel activity, presumably
on the basis ofthe sale of'soft' drinks at hotels. This is a classical
example of pre-fixing a data set.ro5 Much of the problem with
current archaeological reporting, is the need for simple,
progremmable, 'press button' results that coincide with time
constraints. This is not to single out Higginbotham's
methodology for, as he states in reporting upon the Babes in the
Wood excavation, his assignment of firnctional roles was 'in
accordance with general practise in archaeology'.16

An artefact may have once been representative of some earlier
function on a site, but that is a completely separate study in
most cases; its final context is the closest to its final firnction.
Once the physical attributes and physical context have been taken
into consideration, it may in the future be possible to apply
statistical probabilities to artefacts (given their specific fi,rnctional
convergences/deviances), failing guidance from physical and
contextual evidence. We should only rely upon statistical
analysis at the point where all contextual information is
exhausted. The 'functions' should only be applied as part ofthe
hypothetico-deductive process, based on sound research
(preferably site-specifi c).

Our Georgian and Victorian forebears often recycled and
'made do'. Even in the face ofmass production the'do it yourself
amateurs persisted.roT The fact that they 'made do' or recycled
is often only our perspective ofthe situation. Only in the Westem
sphere of the world in the twentieth century does nearly every
object have a name and every task a tool. What is today
'recycling' *35 simply common economic practice, unrelated
to any desire to protect the environment. While the Victorian
(and Georgian) world strove to classi$ and identifr each and
every object, and marketers created a specific object for every
use, the task was large and continues in the twentieth century.
The archaeological community must be prepared to understand
that the artefacts they excavate and record may have had a
diversity offunctions, often opposed to expectation or unrelated
to it.

CONCLUSION

Clearly the various 'dump' deposits do not relate to the pre-
June 1871 'hotel'phase ofthe site. The archaeological evidence
sfrongly suggests cordial, ginger-beer and aerated-water bottling
as major causes for the deposits, and indicates one of the
individuals responsible. The documentary evidence identifies
successive cordial makers in occupation of the site in the post-
hotel phase. The archaeological presence of large quantities of
black/olive glass bottle fragments at a cordial factory is confirmed
by the documentary record and the lack ofa generic cordial bottle
before I 890, to be caused by the use ofsuch containers as cordial

bottles. The use ofthese bottles for cordial will lead to the review
of many statements about past lifestyles, as they have hitherto
beeir used as definitive pointers to the consumption of alcohol.ro8
Further research will likely find that the blacl/olive glass bottle
was simply a convenient container used for any purpose, though
predominantly, if not initially, for alcohol.

While initial documentary research partially led to the
misinterpretation of the dump deposits, the existing standard
function-based system for artefact cataloguing prevented the
detection of any inegularities between documentary data and
the contextual assemblage.

The quest to identify frrnction has led many to close their
minds to multi-function and context considerations. Certainly
the more that is understood about the function of artefacts the
better, but we must not apply anecdotal evidence or documentary
reference to context as a first resort. Archaeological theoretical
frameworks cnnnot be of any use without a better specific
understanding of one of their chief sources of data - artefacts,
and those who use these theoretical frameworks must have the
flexibility and will to accommodate functional convergence and
deviance.
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NOTES

I The term 'cordial factory' appears to have come into
common usage after the 1850s. It usually means a factory
that produced cordial, aerated drinks and ginger beer. The
term 'aerated-water factory' was also used to cover all three
types of production. The term 'cordial factory ' is almost
obsolete, but for a few surviving examples in country
Australia, Bodell 1982, p.82ff. Bodell describes his
business producing aerated drinks, cordial and ginger beer
as a 'cordial manufactory'. Bodell operated two such
factories in Tasmania and Victoria during the period 1855-
I 863.

2 Higginbotham 1990a, pp.4, 13, 19,25,33,35,42,44-45,
50, 66-67, 73, 79, l0l, l16.

3 Most historical archaeological work in Aushalia is carried
out in the eastem states, and the majority of that in New
South Wales at Sydney and Parramatta.

4 Unpublished seminar at The Rocks, Sydney, 18 May l8th
1991.

5 Higginbotham 1990a p.120.

6 E.g. Staski 1989, pp.38-51;Boow & Smith 1990,p.2.

7 Connah 1983, pp. 15-16.

8 Higginbotham 1990a. pp.l4-16.

9 Higginbotham 1990b. Primarily context 318, but also 26,
28-29, 263, 269, 27 3, 319 -32t, 327, 7 69 -7 7 4).
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10 Higginbotham 1987, pp 25ff. Higginbotham 1988, pp 9ff.
No specific archaeological assessment of the site was
undertaken. However two adjoining sites were assessed
(above references).

1l Jones & Carney (c). A.O. 219569 (Bankruptcy of E.
Brown). Wise's 1886-87. Sampson, W & Co 1867.
Manders, 1883-84. Greville & Co 1872,1875-77. Bailliere
1867. Sands 1883. Jones 1979.

I 2 Higginbotham 19904 p.47 . Higginbotham 1987 a p.3 -4.
13 Australian 5.9.1825. Truth, 25.11.1918.

14 Higginbotham 1990a, p.116. Higginbotham 1987apJ2.

15 Higginbotham 1990a" pp.4, 13, 19,25,33,35,42,44-45,
50, 66-67, 73, 79, 101, I 16.

1 6 A.O. reel 1243 @ublicans' Licence Records). B.D.M. 204/
1868 Garvie (sic). Matilda Garvey took over the running
oftle hotel after her husbands' death in 1868.

Parrarnatta Rate Records, 187 | -187 2.

Sn41 1 0. I I . 1 87 7, p.9. Higginbotham I 987a p. I 6ff. L.T.O.
Book 176 folios 625, 628,629,630, 63 l, 983, 988; Book,
204 fol. 334; Book 2 I 3 fol. 7 | 4 ; Book 2 I 6 fol. 306; Book
217 fol. 933 ; Book 220 fol. 430; Book 249 fol. 463.

ParramattaRate Records, 1870-1885. L.T.O. Book 216,
fol.306. L.T.O. Book 217,fot.933.

Note that the hotel yard includes the stone stables and yard
at the rear of lots 7 and 8.

definitely displayed aerated-water machinery, and
presumably the bottles it filled in Sydney n 1870. The
Aldine Centennial History of Australia, No page number
(Enty- Sydney - Banett & Co.). Talbot, 1987, p.44-46.
The British patent was taken out in 1868. Patent For
Inventions etc, I 884, p.23. United Kingdom Mineral Water
Review,lT April 1875.

37 Bathurst Tirnes, 16 July 1873. The issue celebrates the
installation of the patent machinery in Bathurst, the first
outside ofthe places specially reserved by Barrett's (e.g.
Sydney). Interestingly the cordial maker, William Butler,
married a woman by the name of Eliza BarretJ. Illustrated
Sydney News, January 1874.

38 Higginbotham 1990c. @abes in the Wood Glass Tlpe
sheets,  Types 240.1,  240.2,241.1).  Carney 1990,
stoneware Types I 25 l, 127 5, 133 5, I 336. Jones & Camey
(a).

39 Higginbotham 1990a, pp.l4, 18 (point 2), 88. The
excavator originally estimated a maximum 20 per cent
sample (Higginbotham 1989 pers. comm.). A surviving
portion of the dump is probably located in the adjoining
block.

40 Higginbotham 1990a p. 88. Aerated-water accounted for
1763 artefacts, however the artefact category 'containers'
includes 2066 ginger-beer body sherds (Camey 1990,
Higginbotham,19904 p.ll5) - all other bottle categories
include body sherds only where they form a new type. By
removing these body sherds we create statistically
comparable groups (at least in bottles). Of the remaining
7170 artefacts 24.5 per cent were originally identified as
aerated-water/ soft-drink containers.

4l Godden Mackay 1992, p.93. The excavation of the
Dickson's Mill site, n 1992 by Godden Mackay Pty Ltd.
revealed deposits of a similar, but less extensive nature.
Like the Babes in the Wood deposits, associated artefacts
like bottling wire, corks and a mallet head were indicative
of bottling activity. The bottles themselves were of the
common cork-sealed 'egg' type rather than 'patent'
closures.

42 A.O.219569 @ankruptcy of E. Brown 1875).

43 A. C. M, August, lst 1889, August 21, 1893. Chambers
Edinburgh Journal 1 848, p.3 59-3 61. Bathurs t Thnes, 16
July 1873. Bodell [1857] 1982,p.108. Hogben&Banett
advertisement Sydney c. 1 87 I (undated but the address 80
Cooper Sfeet was only used in 1870-71) - reproduced in
Seiling 1976 (no page number).

44 Broken glass - 'cullet' - is used in the manufacture of
cheaper glass. Inventories of bankrupted glass works
regularly register broken glass. Cf Bankruptcy of J. Ross
in 1874 (A. O., Bankruptcy No.12041).

45 Jones & Carney (b). No glass works in NSW was
established outside the inner city of Sydney. Unfortunately
the value of cullet was so low that it was rarely calculated
individually. In Ross's case above the whole of his stock
in trade was listed at just under 20 pounds. It included 8
tons of coal, I ton of fire clay, 200 ft of timber, over 1000
pounds ofchemicals and 800 pounds of'colored [sic] old
glass' . A.C.M. & B, October 1 897, p. 11. The issue notes
that even at this time Parramatta was dependant on local
manufacturers (brewers & cordial makers in this case), as
'the distance being too great to admit of a profitable tade
by Sydney makers'.

46 Bunyan, T. pers. comm. Mr Bunyan commenced in the
cordial trade in Hornsby during the First World War. He
was interviewed in 1986 during research for the Svdnev

t9

20

2l Parramatta Rate Records. 1870-1885.

22 Parramatta Rate Records, 1870-1885. Higginbotham,
1990a p.9. The open-sided structure in front ofthe stables
did not exist. The two lines used to form this structure are
not related - one is a boundary fence existing in 1877, the
other is a projected subdivision boundary.

23 Cumberland Mercury, 10 July 1875;2 October 1875;30
January 1875, p.3. Greville & Co 1875-77. Paramatta
Rate Records 1870-1885.

24 A.O.219569 @ankruptcy of E. Brown, 1875).

25 Cumberland Mercury,March llth, 1876.

26 Cumberland Mercury December 1875. Newcastle Pilot,
October 27 . 1 875. His advertisment in the New castle Pilot
does not mention his Panamatta operation. It may have
been considered unecessary. Yet an almost identical
advertisment in the Cumberland Mercury of 2 October 1875
records both city and Parramatta addresses.

27 Sands 1880-1885.

28 Pa:ramatta Rate Records 1870-1885.

29 P artamatta Rate Records I 870- 1 885. Sands I 880- I 885.

30 The identification of a 'cordial maker' at an address was
not sufficient to identiff cordial manufacturing on that site
unless the enbry specified'cordial factory'. Many of the
tade listings for 'cordial makers' were simply their home
address. See Jones and Camey (a-c).

3l Higginbotham 1990a. p.66.

32 Higginbotham 1990a pp.33-34. Dominic Steele (area
supervisor) pers. cornm.

33 Higginbotham, 1990a. pp33,42. Higginbotham assips
the cesspit to the early period ofthe hotel (cl8l5-1820s).
Varman 1992,p.64.

Vannan 1992,p.64.

Higginbotham, 1990a, pp.29-31

Letters of Registration of Invention,Yol I No. 242a (1870).
The Industrial Progress of NSWp.llT; Hogben one ofthe
proprieters ofthe invention (and Manager of Banett & Co.)

34
35
36
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Cordial Factories I 820- I 930 project.

Jones & Carney (c). 'Egg' bottles during the period of
c.1850 to 1880 ranged in value from two thirds of the cost
of the sale price of the drink, to twice the sale price of the
drink.

Hogben & Barrett advertisement Sydney c.l87l (undated
but the address given, 80 Cooper Steet was only used in
1870-71). Letters of Registration of Inventionl{SZ, Vol I
No. 242a (1870).

Higginbotham 1990c Catalogue no. 36445. The deposit
was not sieved so the stopper fragments are probably under
represented.

Letters of Registration of Invention NSZ, Vol I No.242a
(l 870). The Australian National Dictionary I 988, p.369.
Sydney Gazette,26 March 1803 (used for pins in rigging
blocks).

The survival of shell and bone artefacts in the same deposits
is also an indication of the conditions of the dump. (see
Higginbotham 1990c). Pers. comm. Dominic Steele, who
analysed the faunal assemblage for the entire site.

Letters of Registration of Invention, Vol I No. 242a(1870)

The Australian National Dictionary, 1988 p.369. Usually
sourced in tropical America or the Caribbean. A relative,
Premuna lignum-vitae, is sourced in Queensland.
Higginbotham, I 990a, p.89

Higginbotham, 1990a, p.91. These were not identified by
the cataloguer and included under the 'Unidentified'
category.

Higginbotham, I 990a, p. 88-89

4.O.2/9569 @ankruptcy of E. Brown, 1875).Lumley &
Co.1903, pp.354,374a. Pocock 1897,p.43. The factory
at Holbrook was nrn by F.W.Nolan from c.1899 to 1943
(Camey, NSW Country Cordial Makers 1840-1955).

Higginbotham 1990a, p.90.

'Undated advertisement from a Hayward Tyler (aerated-
water machinery manufacturers) catalogue, cl 880-1 890
(date based on patent equipment also displayed). The
syringe is labelled a 'syruping syringe'. 'Synrp' was the
flavour added to water and gas to produce aerated drinks.

Higginbotham 1990c. The full details are available on the
tlpe series sheets. It is the personal opinion of the author
that the containers were locally made. Joseph Ross
probably had moulds for 'Barrett patent' bottles before I 874
(A.O. Bankruptcy 12041,1874). Though they may have
been purchased by another glass works after his bankruptcy
in 1874.

NSW Government Gazette, 187 4, p.26.

Illustrated Sydney Gazette, January 1874. Panamatta Rate
Records, 1870-1885.

Hogben & Barrett advertisement Sydney c.1871 (undated
but the address given, 80 Cooper Street was only used in
1870-71). The site ofhis existing factory had already been
reserved by Banett & Company.

Higginbotham 1990c. No containers were identified bearing
Parkinson's name.

Higginbotham 1990a, p.88. No rat bones were identified.

However a dry-pressed brick structure (see plan, and
section Higginbotham 19904 p.34), probably the out-house
shown in 1895 (Fig. 4), cuts through the dump at the limit
of the section and is a probably a source of some
contamination.

Jones & Camey (c).

Williams 1873, pp.375ff.

Trade joumals regularly distinguish between 'summer' and
'winter' trade. Many cordial makers were forced to
supplement their income with other work during the
'winter' tade period, see the following fs1 sxamples:
A. B. J., 20 January 19 ll, p.2441. C. M., I February I 890,
p.83.

Higginbotharn 1988, p.ll (see p.13, for a full list of Book
and Volume numbers.).

Higginbotham 1990a p.l0l.

Hamilton may have been a property speculator, as the
indexes of the Land Titles Oftice regularly record his
transactions. His brother John was a chemist, and took
over that part ofMr Jenkins' business. Jones & Camey (c).

Jones & Camey (c).

Panamatta Rate Records 187 4-7 8. Cumb erl and Mercury,
l0 July I 875. Hamilton's brother John may have managed
the factory during 1875, as a J. H. Hamilton is mentioned
in an advertisement. It may also be a typographical error.

Chambers Edinburgh Journal Vol IX (1848), pp.359-61;
Bodell I 982, p. I 08. @odell refers to bottle losses in I 857).
Mitchell 1913, pp.l69-173. The fi l l ing apparatus of
aerated-water filling machinery after the 1850s was largely
sealed in a wire mesh protective hood to prevent shafiered
glass injuring the 'bottler', or the bottlers wore protective
gear such as leather aprons, gloves and wire goggles.
Lumley, 1903, p.6.

Based on the estimated sample.

4.O.2/9569. @rown, E., Bar*ruptcy 1875).

Tooheys Ltd. Auburn Brewery ABI bottling line.

Higginbotham 1990a, p.88. The dump deposits contained
737 items of black/olive glass.

4.0.219569 @rown, E., Bankruptcy 1875). Brown had
delivered 15 gallons of 'white spirits', 5 gallons of rum
and one case of gin from one supplier during the period
August 1873-March 1874. What portion of that wzrs non-
industrial consumption is unclear. Only the gin was in
bottled form. Pocock 1897, pp.53-61. Various recipes of
the trade are given, many contain alcohol. Kessler 1912,
pp.42tr. A. C.M. & 8., May 1898. l. B. J.,20 August
1903;,21 January 1907.

S.M.H., July 3rd, 1871, p.3 @xtracted fromthe Methodist
Temperance Magazine, April l87l).

A.0.219569 (Brown, E., Bankruptcy 1875), for example.

A.8.J.,20 December 1913, p.164. An advertisement
indicates the form of a Rose's Lime Juice bottle. The
technology used in the production of some surviving
containers indicates that this form dates prior to the 1870s.

Carney & Johnson 1995 (draft), pp.84-85, 94.

Hogben & Banett advertisement Sydney c. l87l (undated
but the address given - 80 Cooper Street was only used in
I 870-7 l).

A.O.,219247 (Aitken and Collins, Bankruptcy 1867).

Housion Collection (R3/l 0a).

Cumberland Mercury, l0 July 1875.

E.g. South 1977.

Murray 1985, p.124. Murray indicates that archaeology is
'the material evidence of past human action'. He
presumably omitted the words 'in context'. Material
artefacts that have never entered the archaeological record
or lack provenance must surely be evidence ofpast human
action.
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91 E.g. Wilson 1988, p.124; Hodder 1986, p.5zl4; Birminghart
& Jeans 1983, p.4; Birmingham, 1988, pp. 20-21;
Birmingham, 1990, p.14; Murray 1988, p.106; Murray
1985, pp.l2l, 128; Bairstow 1984(a), p.5; Bairstow
1984(b), pp.32-38; Clough 1989, p.3.

92 Except by residue or conjoin analysis.

93 Lydon 1993, p.32. These deposits occuned at Number
107 Gloucester Steet. Rossi 1993, p.8

94 Disposable in the sense that the object was not what was
purchased, but rather packaging or a by product of it. Of
cowse disposable objects could be recycled and ofteir were .

95 Cumberland & Gloucester Stees Site I 994. Context B 1 3 5/
Al .

96 Monsieur Noffiades House.

97 Elliott [860] 1984, p.55.

98 Fitzgerald 1992, p.63.

99 Cumberland & Gloucester Streets Excavation (Unit F00l)

100 Carney 1996 (Kent & Merriman Streets sites, Millers
Point), Context 49 Kent St./Yard 027.

l0l A.C.M.,21 March 1910. Pers. Comm. Benita Carney
(1905-1e94).

102 Brodsky 1957, p.143.

103 Bodell 1982, p. I I 8 @odell recalled an event that took place
in Victoria in 1859).

104 Carney 1996 (Kent & Merriman Sheets sites, Millers
Point), Context 20 Merriman St./Yard 007.

105 Higginbotham 19904 p.l0l.

106 Higginbotham, 1990a, p.70. Birmingham, 19904 p.18.

107 Some examples can be see in: Elliott 18601,Amateur Work.

108 Some examples are: Karskens & Thorp 1992, pp.52tr;
Coutts, 1985, p.59;Boow & Smith 1990, p.2; see also
Bhmingham, 1992,pp.97, 100-104, 172, 184. Birmingham
has identified the primary use of olive glass bottles as
alcohol coutainers, though she has resisted the temptation
to identifr them as evidence ofalcohol consumption and
uses contextuaVre-working data (pp. 100-l0a) in concluding
that the containers probably firnctioned as tools.
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